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In a National Ignition Facility implosion, hydrodynamic instabilities may cause the cold material
from the imploding shell to be injected into the hot-spot (hot-spot mix), enhancing the radiative
and conductive losses, which in turn may lead to a quenching of the ignition process. The bound-
bound features of the spectrum emitted by high-Z ablator dopants that get mixed into the hot-spot
have been previously used to infer the total amount of mixed mass; however, the typical errorbars
are larger than the maximum tolerable mix. We present here an improved 2D model for mix spec-
troscopy which can be used to retrieve information on both the amount of mixed mass and the full
imploded plasma profile. By performing radiation transfer and simultaneously fitting all of the fea-
tures exhibited by the spectra, we are able to constrain self-consistently the effect of the opacity of
the external layers of the target on the emission, thus improving the accuracy of the inferred mixed
mass. The model’s predictive capabilities are first validated by fitting simulated spectra arising
from fully characterized hydrodynamic simulations, and then, the model is applied to previously
published experimental results, providing values of mix mass in agreement with previous estimates.
We show that the new self consistent procedure leads to better constrained estimates of mix and
also provides insight into the sensitivity of the hot-spot spectroscopy to the spatial properties of the
imploded capsule, such as the in-flight aspect ratio of the cold fuel surrounding the hotspot.
Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5000774
I. INTRODUCTION
The formation of a stable central hotspot with suffi-
ciently high temperature is one of the key requirements for
an inertial confinement fusion (ICF) implosion to achieve
ignition.1 One of the factors that may prevent this occurring
is the ability of hydrodynamic instabilities to inject the cold
material—emanating from the external layers of the cap-
sule—into the hotspot2 (hotspot mix): with a typical ICF
design, as used at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) during
the National Ignition Campaign3,4 (NIC), a mix mass just
above 75 ng contaminating a hotspot of 2 104 ng is esti-
mated to be large enough to significantly degrade the implo-
sion efficiency via radiative cooling.5 Indeed, a sharp drop in
the neutron yield is observed for shots with an estimated mix
mass above this limit.6 It is thus of considerable interest to
develop diagnostic tools that would allow the measurement
of low amounts of mix mass in ICF implosions, preferably
with an accuracy better than the 75 ng limit.
Spectroscopic techniques, originally developed to diag-
nose the core conditions in compressed micro-balloons,7–9
have been used over the past few years to estimate the level
of mix in NIF implosions. In this first approach to the prob-
lem, an analysis of the Ge Hea emission resulting from
mix in implosions with a Ge-doped plastic ablator was
undertaken.6,10 This technique, although not able to detect
mix from undoped regions of the shell nor mix mass that is
too cold to emit Hea emission, is sensitive to low levels of
mix (<75 ng) and was also able to reveal (by using multi-
doped targets) that the instabilities leading to mix are mainly
located at the ablation front.6 A second technique, based on
the enhancement of the continuum emission relative to the
neutron yield,11 does not rely on the presence of high-Z dop-
ants in the mix: this makes it suitable for recent implosion
campaigns where Ge dopants have been replaced with Si dop-
ants (resulting in improved implosion performance, but no
line emission available for mix spectroscopy), but also makes
it relatively insensitive to low levels of mix (150 ng).
Unfortunately, both spectroscopic techniques rely on an
estimate of the optical thickness of the compressed shell—
which limits the accuracy of the mix measurement—and
both provide values for the mix mass with errorbars larger
than the aforementioned radiative cooling limit of 75 ng.
However, the Ge spectroscopy spectra acquired thus far con-
tain several other features in addition to the Hea profiles that
can be used to infer quantities like the shell opacity.10 We
present here a 2D model which improves the previous analy-
sis of the Ge spectra by self-consistently fitting all such spec-
tral features at once (bound-bound, bound-free, and free-
free), thus providing a better constrained estimate of mix.
We show that the improved accuracy is better than the 75 ng
limit for Ge implosions with a low level of mix and that thea)Electronic mail: Justin.Wark@physics.ox.ac.uk
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self-consistent analysis is also sensitive to the radial plasma
profile of the imploded capsule. Although the focus here will
be on analysing implosions with a Ge-doped plastic shell (or
a shell doped with similar high-Z elements), which provides
the best estimate for low levels of mix mass, the results
inferred from the bound-free and free-free features of the
spectra also apply to the study of more general implosions:
the model is thus intended to be a useful tool even for the
spectroscopic diagnosis of more recent ICF shots with Si-
doped capsules or for the analysis and design of non-ignition
experiments based on spectroscopy, such as self-radiography
implosions.12
The remainder of this paper is divided as follows: Sec.
II describes the 2D model; in Sec. III, the performance of the
model is tested by fitting synthetic spectra from hydrody-
namic simulations and comparing the resulting plasma pro-
files; in Sec. IV, the model is then applied to diagnose
mix for previously published experimental data6 and its diag-
nostic abilities are discussed; in Sec. V, we draw the
conclusions.
II. 2D CRETIN MODEL
In order to model the emission spectra, including all of
the main spectral features observed in the experiment, we
have built a 2D representation of an imploded ICF target and
of the radiation transfer between its layers by using the simu-
lation code Cretin.13,14 The geometry of the model is
depicted in Fig. 1, whilst a typical simulated spectrum is
shown in Fig. 2. We first describe here the geometry of the
simulated target and will then describe how the different
regions relate to the spectral features in Sec. III.
The idealized imploded capsule in Fig. 1 can be roughly
divided into three main regions, proceeding from the center
outwards:
(1) the hotspot is represented by an isobaric deuterium-
tritium (DT) mixture, with a central hot region at a peak
temperature T1, surrounded by ten layers, each at
decreasing temperature, uniformly sampling the temper-
ature gradient between T1 and 1 keV (the latter being the
usual limit defining the border of the hotspot). Given the
central ion density n1, the densities and temperatures of
these layers are determined by the isobaric assumption.
The mass of the central hot region is assumed to equal
the mass of the DT vapour before the implosion (770 ng,
for a standard, or Rev. 5, design5), whilst the mass mhot
of the gradient region—equally distributed between
layers—is assumed to be the ablated mass (a few lg)
from the inner wall of the compressed DT ice layer, and
it is one of the fit parameters of the model. The mix is
modeled as an additional mass mmix of Ge:CH (at 1%
doping for Rev. 5) confined within a circular section of
the gradient region of angle h, at the same temperatures
as the corresponding DT, and equally distributed
between layers (the mix at the peak temperature T1 is
assumed by default to be 0, since the mix will generally
be colder than the hottest part of the DT). The function
of the angle h is to vary the typical photon escape length
L (rather than the physical size of the mix jets) and the
density q of the mix material, so as to mimic opacity
effects (qL) on the line emission from mix, as dis-
cussed later.
(2) the cold DT fuel is modeled as a uniform layer at an ion
density n2 with a mass given by the total DT ice mass
before the implosion (170 lg for Rev. 5) minus mhot, the
DT ice contribution to the hotspot. The temperature of
this layer does not affect the results significantly, and as
such, it is arbitrarily set at 50 eV (warm but ionized
hydrogen). The density, however, determines the outer
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the target geometry used to model the mix
spectra. The radii of the different layers in each simulation are constrained
by the ion densities (used as fit parameters) and by the known amount of
each material (by experimental design). Radiation transfer is performed
through the different layers, and then a set of rays parallel to the equator
(i.e., perpendicular to the mix jet) is used to compute the emitted spectral
intensity seen by an equatorial spectrometer. The predicted signal is cal-
culated assuming constant conditions through the X-ray burnwidth time
(125 ps).
FIG. 2. Emission spectrum produced by postprocessing a hydrodynamic
simulation (Hydra) of an implosion where a jet containing 21 ng of Ge:CH
is driven into the hotspot by instabilities, compared with a fit obtained by
using our 2D model (Cretin).
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radius of the layer and so it affects the curvature of the
external shell region, thus affecting the optical thickness
of the shell: an example for this effect will be discussed
in Sec. IV.
(3) the plastic (CH) ablator is divided into two uniform
regions, representing the unablated compressed shell and
the ablated low density material. The total mass remain-
ing in the unablated shell mCH is one of the fit parameters
of the model, as are its temperature T3 and ion density
n3. This region is responsible for most of the absorption
of the X-ray spectra emitted from the central hot region
of the target. It is assumed to be uniformly doped with
Ge (or other dopants), with a total number of Ge atoms
that depend on the design of the dopant layers, and what
fraction of such layers are contained within the inner-
most fraction mCH of the total mass of the shell (2.6 mg
for Rev. 5) before the ablation process. Any remaining
C, H, or dopant ions, obtained by the difference between
the ones in the compressed layer and the total number of
atoms present in the shell before the implosion, are then
used to uniformly populate the outermost layer of the
model representing the ablated material. This layer is set
to have a temperature of 300 eV and to extend up to a
radius Rmax (determining its density), which represents
the spatial maximum radius of the simulation.
The model just described provides a full self-consistent
description of the imploded target, depending on the 10 fit
parameters T1, n1, mhot, mmix, h, n2, T3, n3, mCH, and Rmax.
Further to these parameters, an additional choice is required
about the continuum lowering model,15 which significantly
affects the spectroscopic properties of the Ge:CH shell, as
discussed in more detail in Sec. IVB. Once all of these
parameters are set, we calculate an emission spectrum by
performing radiation transfer with Cretin and by observing
the integrated emission intensity over a set of 200 200 par-
allel rays in the equatorial direction, sampling the target with
1 lm resolution: the resulting space-integrated spectrum is
then multiplied by a 125 ps time window (the X-ray burn-
width16) in order to get an absolute spectral emission to be
compared with the experiment.
III. TEST CASE: HYDRA SIMULATION
In order to test the predictive capabilities of the model,
we first use it to analyse the emission spectra arising from
simulated hydrodynamic implosions calculated using the
Hydra code.2,17 In these simulations, a series of defects on
the surface of the capsule seeds Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities
that drive jets of Ge:CH inside the hotspot, containing an
amount of mix that depends on the shape of the given defect.
We take a snapshot at the time of peak compression for one
of such simulations (with a known amount of mix and known
plasma profile) and post-process it with Cretin by using the
same ray transfer setup as described in Sec. II, in order to
obtain an emission spectrum. We then vary the parameters of
our 2D model to fit such a spectrum and compare the result-
ing mix and plasma parameters with the ones provided by
the Hydra simulation. Note that by using the same spectral
synthesis procedure for both the Hydra spectrum and the
spectrum generated in our 2D model, we perform a test of
the predictive capabilities of the fit that is not affected by
uncertainties on the physics models used in the codes. In par-
ticular, in the following analysis, we use the same continuum
lowering model for both spectra, namely, the model by
Ecker and Kr€oll,18 which also provides the best fit to the
experimental case discussed in Sec. IV.
The spectrum arising from one of the aforementioned
Hydra simulations and a fit produced by tuning the ten fit
parameters of our 2D model are shown in Fig. 2. It is clear
from the figure that, in spite of the relatively simplified
geometry of our model, the resulting spectrum is able to cap-
ture all of the main spectral features exhibited by the more
realistic hydrodynamic simulation. Moreover, the estimated
amount of mix from the fit (18 ng) is very close to the real
mix mass from Hydra (21 ng), indicating that the model is
indeed sensitive to low levels of mix, well below the 75 ng
limit.
The ability of such a simplified model to capture all of
the spectral features can be understood by relating such fea-
tures to the different regions within the 2D model. The spec-
trum in Fig. 2 can be decomposed into a continuum emission
component and several bound-bound features. With refer-
ence to the region numbering given in Sec. II, the continuum
photons are mainly generated in region 1 primarily by the
large mass of hot DT but with a non-zero contribution by the
hot mix material. However, regions 2 and 3 significantly
contribute to the continuum spectrum through opacity
effects: the sudden decrease in emission around 10 800 eV in
the spectrum corresponds to Ge K-shell absorption in the
unablated portion of region 3, where the density and temper-
ature of the Ge:CH shell determine the position and shape of
that K-edge feature; the curvature of the continuum observed
around 9500 eV is both a function of the plasma conditions
of region 3 and a function of its internal radius of curvature,
which is determined by the DT density in region 2. The spec-
trum also shows four main bound-bound features: the Ge
Hea feature (around 10 200 eV) and its red-wing shoulder
(around 10 100 eV) are the main indicator of hotspot mix and
both arise from the mix wedge in region 1, where the gradi-
ent of temperatures within the model allows it to capture the
structure of both of these two features at once (in contrast to
the previous uniform modelling of the mix material6,10); a
Ge Ly-alpha feature is also observed (around 10 600 eV),
whose intensity (relative to the Hea) depends mainly on the
temperature of region 1; finally, a Ka emission/absorption
feature (around 9900 eV) is also observed as a consequence
of the K-shell absorption generating the K-edge feature. The
Ka bound-bound opacity is strongly determined by the tem-
perature of region 3 and—due to this strong dependence and
to the gradient-free nature of the shell in the 2D model—a
compromise between fitting this feature and fitting the K-
edge slope is necessary, as is clear from the fit in Fig. 2.
Having demonstrated that the model is able to fit the differ-
ent spectral features, as well as predicting the amount of
mix, we turn to considering how the plasma spatial profile
returned by the fit compares with the spatial profile given by
the hydrodynamic simulation: this is shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
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From Fig. 3, it can be deduced that even if the 2D model
neglects the density and temperature gradients in both the
cold DT layer (region 2) and the ablator layer (region 3)—
clearly visible in the Hydra simulation—the fit does an
excellent job in reproducing both the hotspot region and the
average densities of the remaining layers. As the densities
are also what determine the size of each layer in the model,
this also means that the radii of the uniform layers in the fit
closely match the boundaries of the structured cold DT and
shell regions in the Hydra simulation. Moreover, if we focus
on the profiles for the Ge ion density, as done in Fig. 4, we
can see that even if the model is not strictly representative of
the Ge distribution in the Hydra case, it is instead quite suc-
cessful in reproducing the typical (horizontal) photon escape
length (L) and typical density (q) of the jet, which means
that the model is able to capture line-opacity effects (qL)
for the Hea line emitted by the mix material, as intended.
Thus, by testing the model against a (well-characterized)
hydrodynamic case, we have demonstrated that it is indeed
able to diagnose both the amount of hotspot mix and the
radial profile of the imploded target. Although a low mix
case has been discussed here to show the ability of the proce-
dure to detect small amounts of mix, the same analysis has
also been performed for a hydrodynamic simulation injecting
a much more turbulent mix jet of 185 ng, distributed in a
45 cone. Even in this case, the fit predicts a mix mass of
160 ng, a number within 15% of the correct value, with pre-
dicted spatial profiles as accurate as those shown in Figs. 3
and 4.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL CASE AND DISCUSSION
Having shown that the 2D fit is able to accurately pre-
dict all of the main properties of a simulated implosion, we
can now apply this tested diagnostic tool to the analysis of
experimental data.
In Fig. 5, we plot a previously published experimental
spectrum for a NIF implosion of a tri-doped target6 (contain-
ing Ge, Si, and Cu in the ablator). The spectrum differs from
the one in Fig. 2 in that the Ka feature is now not reabsorbed
by a high-opacity shell and in that a secondary K-edgeþKa
structure is observed at low energies due to the Cu dopants.
The figure also shows two slightly different fits to the spec-
trum, using a version of the 2D model where the fixed quan-
tities (masses, dopant species, and doping levels) are
modified according to the experimental design. The fits
labelled as simulations 1 and 2 only differ in the estimate of
the parameter mhot (the mass of cold fuel that has been
heated to hotspot temperatures, equal to 9lg and 4.5 lg,
respectively), and the fact that simulation 1, although in
good agreement with the overall experimental spectrum, has
been slightly biased (–0.05 J/keV/ster), whereas simulation
2, although within the errorbars without any bias, presents a
slightly worse overall agreement. Once again, the 2D model
is able to reasonably describe all of the main features of the
spectrum, although the comparison shows clear discrepan-
cies in the position and broadening of the emission lines; we
attribute these to uncertainties both in the atomic physics
FIG. 3. Comparison between the temperature (top half) and electron density
(bottom half) spatial profiles as given by the Hydra simulation (left half—
Hydra) and as returned by the fit (right half—Cretin). The radii of the differ-
ent layers in the 2D model are determined by the densities given by the fit
and reproduce well the size of the different zones in the Hydra implosion.
FIG. 4. Comparison between the distribution of the Ge ions in the Hydra
simulation (left half) and in the fit case (right half). The white dashed lines
are meant to guide the eye to locate the inner/outer surface of the cold DT
layer (a small layer of the shell is undoped in the Hydra profile, as by experi-
mental design). The typical density of the jet and the effects of the photon
escape length (in the horizontal ray transfer direction) on the mix are well
reproduced.
FIG. 5. Experimental spectrum [Regan et al., PRL 111, 045001 (2013)] for
an implosion where the ablator contains Ge, Si, and Cu dopants, compared
with two fits using the 2D model. The shaded band is given by the nominal
experimental error (50%) of the calibrated spectrometer.
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models (likely inaccurate in the extreme conditions of a NIF
implosion) and in the absolute photon energy calibration of
the spectrometer.
The fit in Fig. 5 gives an estimate of 35 ng for the
amount of mix mass in the implosion, which compares very
well with the previous estimate of 34 ng obtained by the
analysis of the Hea feature
6 (in the following, we will refer
to any of the work related to such analysis by the label
SPR13). However, the current estimate has been performed
using a model that enforces self-consistency on all of the
properties of the imploded target, and it would thus be rea-
sonable to expect an improvement in the accuracy of the esti-
mate itself, which was limited to (–13,þ50) ng in SPR13.
Unfortunately, providing errorbars for the current estimate is
a non-trivial issue, due to the large number of fit parameters
and to the several-minute calculation time for the 2D model,
both preventing an efficient estimation of the fit errors
through a standard grid-search procedure (all of the pre-
sented fits were instead performed by manually tuning the fit
parameters, until a reasonable fit to the spectrum was found).
Nevertheless, both qualitative and quantitative discussions
on the accuracy of the fit are presented below.
A. Evaluation of the errorbars
A qualitative estimate of the sensitivity of the fit to the
amount of mix can be gleaned from Fig. 6. The figure shows
the effects of varying some of the parameters of the fit in
Fig. 5 (Simulation 1) on the resulting spectra. As we are
interested in knowing whether the experimental spectrum
could still be consistent with a mix level as high as the 75 ng
limit (the previous errorbar going up to 84 ng), we increase
the amount of mix from 35 up to 75 ng. As a consequence, a
large difference is observed in the intensity of the Hea emis-
sion—as expected—but a small increase is also observed in
the level of the continuum. If we then try to compensate for
the increased line emission by increasing the opacity of the
mix jet (reducing the wedge angle), as can be seen from the
figure, we find that any such change would significantly
affect neither the continuum level nor the red-wing shoulder
to the Hea, so that consistency with the 75 ng case cannot be
achieved this way. On the other hand, if we were to compen-
sate for the line intensity by reducing the density or tempera-
ture, the variation in the continuum level would be far more
dramatic than those on the line profile, as can be evinced
from two facts: first, the main contribution to the continuum
level arises from the much larger mass of DT (a few lg)
rather than from the mix, as indicated by the spectrum with
0 ng of mix in the figure (this insensitivity of the continuum
to the low level of mix is in agreement with the findings of
Ma et al.11); second, any variation in density on the internal
layers forces by self-consistency a variation in the full geom-
etry of the target, affecting the opacity of the shell and
changing the overall shape of the spectrum, as observed in
the curve corresponding to a three times denser cold DT
layer shown in the figure. Moreover, by varying density and
temperature, the agreement with all of the line ratios (includ-
ing the Hea vs red-wing satellites) would equally be lost, and
so, this route cannot bring the 75 ng case into agreement
with the target spectrum either. In conclusion, the additional
constraints provided by our model do indeed improve the
accuracy of the mix estimate, with the discussion concerning
the results shown in Fig. 6 indicating errorbars which confine
the estimate with a central value of 35 ng to values lower
than 75 ng.
Furthermore, the matters discussed above also show that
a 2D self-consistent model is required for a correct estimate
of the shell opacity, as simulations with exactly the same
shell parameters but different hotspot conditions (Fig. 5) or
cold DT conditions (Fig. 6) can produce different shell opac-
ities due to geometric effects, which cannot be determined
by modelling the doped ablator independently.
A more quantitative estimate of the errorbars would
require the development of a more rigorous automated fit
procedure and—due to the difficulties entailed by the large
number of fit parameters—this will require a longer term
future effort involving the development of efficient comput-
ing algorithms. However, a preliminary quantitative analysis
has been performed to roughly estimate the typical errorbars
achievable by a generic fit procedure using our 2D model.
This has been done by randomly sampling the ten-
dimensional space of the 2D simulations with a set of 15 000
cases (each case composed of a fixed randomly chosen set of
the ten fit parameters and by the corresponding spectrum)
and using 1000 of them as test cases. By assuming that a
function f(x) exists transforming a given spectrum x uniquely
into a vector of ten parameters ~y (those characterizing the
2D model), for each of the 1000 test cases—with spectrum
xi—a locally weighted regression procedure is used to fit
such a function using the remaining 14 000 example cases,
resulting in a predicted set of ten parameters for the given
test, equal to ~yi ¼ ffitðxiÞ: such predicted parameters are then
compared with the actual parameters for the given test case
to provide errorbars for the ten quantities of interest, and the
procedure is then repeated 1000 times to perform a statistical
analysis. The typical (median) errors produced by this study
are within a factor of 2 for all the parameters (40% relative
error on average) and result in 80% relative error for the
FIG. 6. Variation of the spectra from the 2D model as a function of the mix
mass and opacity effects. All simulations are generated by resetting the
parameters as described in the legend, starting from the simulation labelled
as Simulation 1 in Fig. 5.
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hotspot mix mass. Although this rough estimate can be likely
improved by a more accurate automatic fit procedure, such
errorbars would already mean that the range of possible mix
mass values for the 35 ng case discussed above would not
reach the 75 ng limit.
B. Sensitivity to models of continuum lowering
As a final point in our discussion, we draw attention to a
topical issue in dense plasma modelling that also affects the
plasma conditions inferred through spectroscopy in a NIF
implosion, but the effect of which may be mitigated by the
use of self-consistent models such as the one presented here:
these are namely, the high-density effects known as contin-
uum lowering and pressure ionization.15
In Fig. 7, the fit to the experimental case discussed ear-
lier is progressively modified so that the 2D model calcula-
tion roughly matches the plasma conditions used in SPR13,
as well as standard continuum lowering models usually
employed by the community. First, the temperature and ion
density of the hotspot are modified (Sim A) to match the
previously determined values for the CH:Ge mix material:
both parameters are slightly lower than the ones for
Simulation 1 (see Table I at the end of this paper for a list of
fit parameters for all of the presented simulations), so that
the continuum level of the spectrum now drops at the very
bottom of the errorbars region (however, the density used
only represents an upper limit for the DT in the original
modelling, as generally the DT ion density is expected to be
even lower than the Ge:CH density, which is what was actu-
ally estimated in SPR13).
Although the spectrum for Sim A is still within the
errorbars and still matches the overall shape of the experi-
mental spectrum, the agreement is quickly lost when a fur-
ther modification is applied: as previously mentioned, in the
current analysis, the Ecker and Kr€oll model18 for continuum
lowering was used in order to get the fit Sim 1, whilst the
Stewart and Pyatt model19 (or equivalently an ion-sphere
model15) used in SPR13 is now used to turn Sim A into Sim
B. The effects of the different continuum lowering model are
immediately visible in Fig. 7: whilst all of the features aris-
ing from the hot parts of the target (the continuum emission
level and the Hea feature) are essentially unmodified, the fea-
tures arising from atomic processes in the ablator layer (Ge
and Cu K-edges, and Ka lines) now present features that are
clearly identifiable as bound-bound processes which are
absent in the experimental case. Such features arise from
atomic states that are bound at the density of Sim B, accord-
ing to the Stewart and Pyatt model, whilst they are pushed
above the continuum level in Sim A (pressure ionization) by
the Ecker and Kr€oll model. In order to get rid of such states
and get a reasonable K-edge position and still preserve the
Stewart and Pyatt model, the estimate of the ion density of
the ablator needs to be increased by a factor of 5 to trans-
form Sim B into Sim C in Fig. 7. However, now that the cal-
culation is performed in a self-consistent fashion that also
takes geometry into account, it can be seen from the figure
that doing this produces a different shape and emission level
for the spectrum, which pushes Sim C outside the errorbars.
Whilst we were unable to find a reasonable fit to the
data using the Stewart and Pyatt model, and although the
Ecker and Kr€oll model leads to a better representation of
some experimental data in similar plasma conditions to those
in the compressed ablator,20 we urge caution in inferring any
firm conclusions about the two models based solely on the
present analysis: first, we are here performing a fit (rather
FIG. 7. The fit to the experimental spectrum as in Fig. 5 (Sim 1) is here pro-
gressively modified such as follows: first, the hotspot temperature and den-
sity are set to the value provided by the old Hea fit in SPR13 (Sim A), then
the continuum lowering model is also changed to match the models
(Stewart-Pyatt/ion-sphere) commonly used by the community (Sim B), and
finally, the shell density is also readjusted to the value resulting from match-
ing the K-edge feature’s position to the predictions of such models (Sim C).
TABLE I. Parameters of the 2D model for each of the simulations preseted through this paper.
Simulation T1 (eV) n1 (cm
3) mhot (g) mmix (ng) h (deg) n2 (cm
3) T3 (eV) n3 (cm
3) mCH (g) Rmax (cm)
Figure 2 (Cretin) 5200 1.8 1025 1 105 18 20 1.1 1025 80 5.8 1024 1.5 104 0.055
Figures 5, 6, 7 (Sim 1) 3800 3 1024 9 106 35 30 3 1024 80 3 1024 0.5 103 0.3
Figure 5 (Sim 2) 3800 3 1024 4.5 106 35 30 3 1024 80 3 1024 0.5 103 0.3
Figure 6 (0 ng) 3800 3 1024 9 106 0 30 3 1024 80 3 1024 0.5 103 0.3
Figure 6 (75 ng) 3800 3 1024 9 106 75 30 3 1024 80 3 1024 0.5 103 0.3
Figure 6 (75 ng, 10 deg) 3800 3 1024 9 106 75 10 3 1024 80 3 1024 0.5 103 0.3
Figure 6 (75 ng, 3 deg) 3800 3 1024 9 106 75 3 3 1024 80 3 1024 0.5 103 0.3
Figure 7 (Sim A,B) 3000 2.5 1024 9 106 35 30 3 1024 80 3 1024 0.5 103 0.3
Figure 7 (Sim C) 3000 2.5 1024 9 106 35 30 3 1024 250 1.44 1025 0.26 103 0.3
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than a predictive analysis21) and any good fit would be by
definition consistent with any chosen model; second, a rea-
sonable fit using the Stewart and Pyatt model may still be
found, perhaps once the fit procedure has been automatised,
making it easier to converge to a best fit for any given model;
finally, recent experiments seriously question the applicabil-
ity itself of such analytical continuum lowering models in
atomic kinetics calculations involving mixtures (such as our
Ge:CH).22
Nevertheless, the present discussion shows once again
that the use of a fully self-consistent model, able to capture
all of the spectral features at once, can exclude experiment-
based estimates on a given set of plasma conditions (Sim C),
even when such estimates would still be perfectly valid if
looking at a subset of features individually. Moreover, if
indeed a fit using certain physical models (such as the
Stewart and Pyatt one) could not be found (even with a more
rigorous fit procedure), such analysis would be extremely
useful in discriminating between different models, in a
regime of extreme plasma conditions where there is a strong
need for model validation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed a 2D model for the analysis of X-ray
emission from a NIF implosion that uses radiation transfer
and provides self-consistency between the plasma parame-
ters and the capsule geometry. The simulated spectra are
able to describe all of the main spectral features observed in
experiments where spectroscopy was used to study the
degree of hotspot mix. The model has been tested by fitting
simulated spectra from hydrodynamic simulations, produc-
ing excellent agreement between the predicted and actual
plasma parameters, level of mix and plasma radial profile,
which provides confidence in its use as a valid diagnostic.
We used the new tool in order to estimate the amount of
mix mass from previously published experimental NIF spec-
tra,6 obtaining a nearly identical value to the previous esti-
mate of mix. However, a preliminary analysis for the
errorbars indicates that the 2D model can significantly
improve the accuracy of spectroscopic estimates of mix,
with typical errorbars below the radiative cooling limit of
75 ng for low levels of mix. This is achieved by the increased
number of constraints in fitting the data, including geometric
and design constraints as well as the larger number of spec-
tral features used; in particular, we have shown that the spec-
tra are very sensitive to opacity changes in the compressed
ablator region, which are affected—through self-
consistency—by the density of the innermost layers (chang-
ing their in-flight aspect ratio).
Future work will include the development of a fully
automated fit procedure, involving the development of effi-
cient computing algorithms able to handle the large number
of fit parameters. This is needed in order to improve the esti-
mate of the errorbars on a given fit, as well as to guarantee
the convergence to a best fit for the estimate of experimental
quantities.
Further to the analysis of mix spectroscopy data, the
model can be easily applied to the study of more general
implosions, including the continuum spectra analysis of NIF
shots without Ge dopants, or the design of non-ignition
experiments such as self-radiography implosions.12
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